
sixteenth-century Lyon. Martine Furno examines the provenance of Robert Estienne’s
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae. Magdalena Komorowska analyzes how sixteenth-century
Polish printers adapted postils for Catholic buyers. Domenico Ciccarello studies book bar-
tering in Francesco Ciotti’s early seventeenth-century Venetian business. Vivienne Dunstan
surveys the structures of bookselling in Scotland around 1800. And Drew Thomas exam-
ines how printers fraudulently used the Wittenberg brand to advertise their books.

Part 4 is organized around a kind of evidence, “Lists and Inventories,” from the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. Based on inquisitorial archives, Renaud Adam
hypothesizes about which readers frequented the Brussels bookshop of Michiel van
Hamont. Natale Vacalebre uses Perugian Luciano Pasini’s inventory to explore the net-
works among men of letters in Perugia and those in Rome. Amelie Roper uses Georg
Willer’s Augsburg music stock catalogue to investigate the shelf lives of music books.
And Jean-Paul Pittion analyzes a notarial deed for Daniel Delerpinière to determine
Protestant book tastes in Saumur. In part 5, “New Markets,” the volume addresses
innovation in the seventeenth century. Jan Hillgärtner describes the development of
newspapers in the Holy Roman Empire. Arthur der Weduwen mines Amsterdam news-
paper advertisements for evidence of networks among booksellers and publishers. Idalia
Garcia surveys documentary evidence for the circulation of books in New Spain. And
Jason McElligott uses the history of advertising and offices of intelligence to shed light
on the business of newsbooks in England.

In the final section, “Modern Book Markets,” John Sibbald studies Thomas Frognall
Dibdin’s career to highlight the interrelations between book-collecting and bibliogra-
phy. And Falk Eisermann mines the archives of the Royal Library in Berlin to identify
an invaluable but missing copy of the Articella printed in 1481.

These essays intervene into conversations about religion, state power, colonialism,
and humanism as they unearth the details of how people earned livings in the world
of books. The volume both showcases the range of evidence available and prompts
us to delve further into geographically and historically specific commercial practices
and the range of cultural networks that supported them.

Caralyn Bialo, Manhattanville College
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.42

Buchbesitz und Buchbewegungen im Mainz der Frühen Neuzeit: Eine
exemplarische Studie zu Akademikerbibliotheken aus den Jahrzehnten um 1600.
Christina Schmitz.
Buchwissenschaftliche Beiträg 100. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2020. x + 452 pp. $100.80.

This is an amazing study. Starting with the reconstructed library of Christoph Mötzing
(ca. 1557–1632) and the geographic center of Mainz, Christina Schmitz casts an ever
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wider net exploring book ownership and the movement of books among learned bur-
ghers and members of the lower and middle clerical ranks and religious orders, specif-
ically the Jesuits. Instead of archival sources, she identifies and investigates books of
forty-eight book owners, who kept 1,341 books in 733 volumes. On the basis of this
corpus she is able to reconstruct private libraries and the biographies of their owners
which otherwise would have remained anonymous or unknown. She pursues the
path of books from acquisition to ownership to gifting to individuals or institutions
either by presenting a book directly to a sponsor or by including such book or books
dedicated to a special recipient in an estate.

Starting with the “Stand der Forschung,” which is a tour de force through an
amazing wealth of scholarship, Schmitz offers a detailed survey meant to encourage
the reader to put aside any hesitation of following her path (“Berührungsängste”) as
she identifies book ownership and reconstructs collections, private and institutional
ownership, as well as the hematic organization and specialization of collections. She
asks how specific volumes ended up in certain collections and why. Special attention
is paid to the role of Jesuits, whose collection activities dovetailed neatly with their
educational mission. Also very important in the context of owning and exchanging
books are noble women who are increasingly coming into focus as owners and users
of libraries in the urban and courtly environment. Alongside the opulent collections
of princely patrons, we increasingly find scholars and members of the high and lower
clergy collecting and exchanging books, as well as employing them as presents to
wealthy patrons.

Schmitz differentiates roughly three approaches to her investigatory challenge. There
is first the reconstruction established on the basis of book ownership. Second is the
investigation of secondary materials such as library catalogues, catalogues of book
sales, as well as lists of estate holdings, diary entries, and correspondences. Finally,
she explores collections that can be reconstructed on the basis of book holdings and
other secondary information. After gathering data about ownership and collecting hab-
its, Schmitz explores in significant detail the content of books read and, not surprisingly,
finds that, alongside theology, religion, and medicine, law books represent the most
common content of book ownership. This leads to a detailed investigation into reading
habits, since the purchase of a volume does not yet say much about who read it and why.
Since collective reading aloud was common, it can be assumed, says Schmitz, that at
least twenty recipients used any one volume, possibly even more. All this leads her to
establish (with the help of digital methodologies) networks of owners and readers, which
reach far beyond the individual book ownership.

Within a few pages of reading this book, it becomes clear that Schmitz is completely
committed to interdisciplinary research, on which she builds this amazingly deep and
widely researched volume. Alongside the traditional knowledge apparatus of library sci-
ence and history, she points to and employs, to great effect, anthropology, sociology,
cultural geography, as well as culture and gender studies. Contextualizing her work
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even further, she turns to the relatively new field of material studies to explore the book
as a material object in the historical context around 1600.

Aside from reviewing Jesuit collection practices in great and immensely informative
detail, Schmitz reviews work on collections by other orders and associations such the
Franciscans, Dominicans, Carmelites, as well as cathedral, university, and monastery
libraries. Beyond the interest of learned and literate individuals and associations, she
also affords us a quick glance at books as booty and as objects of military and occupa-
tional strategies. We read that, shortly before the Mainz occupation by the Swedish
army in 1632, the Swedish king Gustavus Adolphus ordered all collections to be
reviewed for selected volumes that would be transferred to Sweden. Field Marshall
Wrangel’s printed booty still forms a significant part of the contemporary holdings of
Skokloster Castle in the vicinity of Uppsala. Books were also plundered from private
homes along with furniture and other movable items. To this day, 450 books in the
Uppsala University library can be identified as having been acquired in this way.

The study closes with a review of the movement of books in the seventeenth century,
specifically the exchange of books among private book owners. We read about specific
books, and the persons who gave and who received them. This leads us to the last
important topic in this amazing study, namely the significance of books and book
movements among the educated Mainzer elite. A final page is devoted to a brief outline
for future studies on the basis of the material explored here. The inspiration for such
work is obvious for anyone who engages with this learned and well-written exploration
of books in the lives of the citizens and associations of early modern Mainz. Schmitz
ends her study with an extensive book list. Regrettably, the book is missing an index.

Gerhild Scholz Williams, Washington University in St. Louis
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.43

Private Libraries in Renaissance England: A Collection and Catalogue of Tudor
and Early Stuart Book-Lists, Volume IX; PLRE 261–279. R. J. Fehrenbach and
Joseph L. Black, eds.
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies 506. Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies, 2017. xxxiv + 446 pp. $80.

The PLRE series offers useful shelf-reader access to the libraries of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century book owners. Drawn from probate and other short-title lists,
these edited bibliographies often necessarily approximate specific authors, titles,
editions, or translations. They nevertheless frequently challenge unqualified scholarly
assumptions that ideas and texts were simply in the air and abuzz in the popular
imagination from their first appearance in print. While certain predictable genres
predominate (e.g., bibles, psalms, Foxe’s martyrology), other now-canonical literary
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